Creation Word Search

Use the clues to figure out the words to find. Words may be backwards, forwards, or diagonal.

- All of outer space
- Opposite of end
- Earth, Mars, Venus, and Saturn are these
- Opposite of morning
- Largest creature in the sea
- Our source of light and warmth
- Tulips, daffodils, and roses

- Huge body of water
- Lions, tigers, and giraffes
- Our country’s national bird
- Adam
- Eve
- On the 7th day, God ________
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Creation Word Search

Use the clues to figure out the words to find. Words may be backwards, forwards, or diagonal.

- All of outer space   UNIVERSE
- Opposite of end   BEGINNING
- Earth, Mars, Venus, and Saturn are these   PLANETS
- Opposite of morning   EVENING
- Largest creature in the sea   WHALE
- Our source of light and warmth   SUNLIGHT
- Tulips, daffodils, and roses   FLOWERS
- Huge body of water   SEA
- Lions, tigers, and giraffes   ANIMALS
- Our country’s national bird   EAGLE
- Adam   MAN
- Eve   WOMAN
- On the 7th day, God _________   RESTED
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